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Yorke Brown, Justin Albert, Max Fagin, Keith Vanderlinde

1.  Current News.  

• Yorke reported that he has not been successful in getting a report from Chris on the status of
the NIST proposal.  Presumably, at this point, Chris is in La Jolla for the summer, so Yorke
can continue to try to get a report.  

**Action YJB:   Pester Stubbs.
**Action CWS:  Revise  narrative.
**Action CWS:  Assemble package and submit.

• Max Fagin has joined the Dartmouth group and is diligently working on vehicle design.  Max
has just completed BA degrees in Astronomy and Physics from Vassar and Dartmouth, and is
working on completion of a BE from Thayer.  He is veteran of the Greencube campaigns, and
expects to be with us for about a year before heading to graduate school in fall of 2012.

• Justin reports that Zhuoni has returned to China for the summer.
• Justin is currently at CERN doing his bit for ATLAS.

**Action JAE: Find the Higgs boson.
• As planned, we’re still in procrastinate mode on the CalCon paper.

**Action YJB, JEA: Decide how to write and deliver the CalCon paper.
• Peter reports by email that the summer student who joined the Stubbs group has been

assigned to another effort.
**Action PD: Check out new guy.  —Completed.

2.  Working Schedule.

• Yorke has not worked out a detailed summer plan (other than what’s in the existing three-year
plan), because he’s still trying to get a firm reading on availability of various system
components.  He expects to do a launch in August, but with a latex balloon, moving up to
plastic in September.  Jon Guinther’s availability is not clear, but classes have just started, so
Jon is now on campus.

**Action YJB: Prepare summer plan.

3.  ICD 

• Now that Max is on the job, the ICD is beginning to take shape.  Max has prepared interface
drawings for the integrating sphere, LD mounting and the flight board.  As the gondola design
progresses, Yorke and Max will prepare a working ICD.

**Action YJB: Prepare ICD and configuration management system.

4.  Current Development Issues. 

• Justin has sent the UVic uP board to Yorke.  The board is interesting and the design has some
useful ideas, but Yorke reports that the board itself is not useful for our application.  Justin
expects to be in Hanover in August, so, if appropriate, he can retrieve the board then. 

**Action JEA: Microprocessor board to Yorke.  —Complete.



• Yorke has begun serious work on PCB layout of the flight control system.  One issue is that
the selected GPS module is now obsolete, so he has selected a new one.   Max has defined the
mechanical interface.

**Action YJB: Develop flight control suite.
• Max has laid out the design of the gondola and presented his current design to the group.

• Justin points out that the current design allows for only four LDs, whereas ultimately we
probably want to accommodate as many as seven, including an LED channel.  Current
mass constraints preclude more than eight channels, but we agreed that starting with four
is appropriate.  Max will provide drawings of his sketch of the 4-channel LD mount to
Justin as soon as he’s confident of the interface requirements.  He and Justin can then
iterate on the design.
**Action MHF: When appropriate, release baseline drawings of LD mount subsystem and
interface requirements.

• Yorke observed that the LD part numbers in Justin’s order do not match any spec sheets
available online from the vendor.  Yorke was especially curious about electrical
interfaces—both for power and control.  Do they have analog control interfaces?  TTL
control interfaces?  Justin indicated that he had requested analog control inputs on all
ordered units.  He hopes that documentation will be provided with the devices.  The parts
are due in Vancouver any day now, so he will ask his administrative assistant go forward
any documentation to Yorke and Max when the shipment arrives.
**Action JAE: Have LD info sent to Yorke as soon as practical after the shipment arrives.

• There was some discussion of thermal performance.  This is an issue that Yorke and Max
have been wrestling with already.  As a part of his development effort, Max intends to
complete a thermal simulation to test his design approach.

• Yorke raised the question of the monitor photodiode.  The integrating sphere comes equipped
with a built-in monitor PD.  Can the NIST diode fit in one of the extra ports?  Justin indicated
that it is too big, but that allowing only part of the active area to be illuminated might
invalidate the calibration.  Yorke wondered if the large area of the NIST diode would be a
significant enough fraction of the area of the integrating sphere so as to upset the symmetry of
its output.  After some discussion, we decided that—for the near term at least—we would
calibrate the factory PD against a NIST diode and use it. [Chris if you, object to this decision,
speak up.]

• Yorke reports that he has been in touch with Aerostar about procuring plastic balloons and
other accouterments.  It looks like plastic will cost about $1,000 per launch in expendables—a
figure within the budgetary estimate included in the NIST proposal.  Aerostar does not expect
to be able to deliver before the end of August, so Yorke plans to use latex for any summer
launches. 

5.  Other Business.
None.

6.  Further meetings.  Given the impending holidays and Justin’s travel schedule, we decided to
delay our next meeting for more than two weeks.  We will meet again by Skype 2:00pm EDT,
Monday 11 July.

**Action YJB:  Coordinate next meeting.


